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COMPLEXITY
MEETS SIMPLICITY

Penne is the world’s first chair with legs made of laminated wooden 
tubes. With seat and back in polypropylene or molded ash, 

walnut or oak, the chair can meet a wide range 
of environments and areas of use.

 
Furthermore the Penne series is also available with legs of powder 

coated aluminum tubes. In combination with seat and back in 
polypropylene it makes Penne suitable for outdoor use.
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DESIGN JULIA LÄUFER & MARCUS KEICHEL, 2016, 2017PENNE
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AN ICONIC PIECE 
OF FURNITURE 
AND A REAL INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCT AT THE SAME TIME
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Penne has its hallmark both 
in innovation and aesthetics 
and proves the complexity of 
designing the simple. A well 
thought out, light weight chair, 
still strong for heavy-duty use. 
Designed to suit almost any 
environment, Penne is easily 
assembled with screws or 
bolts and, consequently, it is 
easy to take the chair apart 
and recycle or replace the 
components. 

Penne also comes with armrests 
as well as accessories like 
linking device and a flip-shelf 
storage. Seat height 46 cm.

DESIGN JULIA LÄUFER & MARCUS KEICHEL, 2016, 2017PENNE
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Penne is the perfect match
for schools, auditoriums
and conferences. It will also
find its natural place in the
cafeteria, canteen or as a
visitor’s chair in an office.
Or in your home.
And the combination of
aluminum legs with poly-
propylene seat and back 
also places it outdoors.

Penne offers a pleasant
sensation where innovation
and shape meet in aesthetic
balance.
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DESIGN JULIA LÄUFER & MARCUS KEICHEL, 2016, 2017PENNE
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DESIGN TROELS GRUM–SCHWENSEN, 2016, 2017ATTACH

LIMITLESS
POSSIBILITIES

The successful Attach table system, designed by 
Troels Grum-Schwensen, now comes in a new height, 

90 cm, in order to increase the possibilities even 
further for this awarded table.
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Attach is a table system 
offering almost limitless 
possibilities in terms of size, 
shape and design. The Attach 
table series brings the 
simplified principles of basic 
physics to the function of 
table construction. 

Basically, the Attach frame 
consists of two parts: A beam 

in extruded aluminum and a 
casted leg. The user can just 
attach the leg to the beam by 
hand, using no tool, and the 
gravity will lock and stabilize 
the table-construction, when it 
stands. 

For 2017, Attach is also 
available with a wood edge 
on all desktop versions.
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THE OUTDOOR CHOICE
Using the same clever design with the extruded aluminum 

beams and attachable legs of cast aluminum in combination 
with a table top of wooden slats, Attach becomes the perfect 

choice for the office atrium, home garden or outdoor café. 
Choose between natural or dark oiled Accoya, a low 
maintenance material. Attach Outdoor is available in 

height 74 and 90 cm in three different widths and 
several lengths between 165 cm up to 315 cm.

DESIGN TROELS GRUM–SCHWENSEN, 2017ATTACH OUTDOOR
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NEW VERSIONS TO 
THE SOPHISTICATED 

PLASTIC CHAIR
Grade’s totality of shape has been its strong suit from the 

launch. Now a height-adjustable 5-star swivel base as 
well as a version with a fixed, upholstered inside in three 

heights extends Grade’s totality to new applications. 
Grade can also be provided fully upholstered.
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DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2014, 2017GRADE

In 2016, Grade was further 
improved with new colours 
for the recyclable plastic shell 
– bringing the total range of 
colours to seven.

In addition to the new 5-star 
swivel version, Grade comes 
with a steel frame in chrome 
or powder coat, alternatively 
with wooden legs, a sledbase 
and a 4-feet swivel base. 

The Grade collection also 
offers a barstool version in
two heights.
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DESIGN JULIA PRYTZ, 2017DECO

Deco is intended for informal, 
relaxed meetings and contributes 
to a more decorative environment.

The table comes in four heights,
42, 52, 90, 110 cm and three
sizes, diameter 60, 70, 80 cm.
Table top of black 12 mm compact
laminate or 16 mm plywood
with natural or stained ash veneer.
The solid steel tube frame is 
available in a wide range of 
powder coat colours.
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As a result of Lammhults X-works project, Deco is a flexible 
table series with a focus on activity and quick meetings. 

Suitable for various types of environments, from the office to 
the bar, the cafe and even the home. Both indoor and outdoor.

A CONTRIBUTION 
TO A MORE DECORATIVE 

ENVIRONMENT
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DESIGN JULIA LÄUFER & MARCUS KEICHEL, 2016APERI

A SOFT WELCOME 
TO THE MODERN 

OFFICE
Awarded seating group Aperi arrives 
to the modern office where sitting has 
evolved to the welcoming touchstones 

of softness and support.
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The dynamic office relies more 
and more on the comforts of 
home, while the home is often 
an office. Lifestyle is now work-
style, and Aperi addresses 
both in balance.
 

Aperi is available as a single 
seat chair, as well as 2- and 
3-seat versions, upholstered in 
fabric with stitched seams in 
diverging colour as an option.
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DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2011, 2016FUNK

A STRONG VISUAL 
IDENTITY

Funk is a set of strong simple 
elements. The bases are robust 
construction in polyurethane 
casted steel or casted recycled 
aluminium in polished or powder 
coated finish. A number of sizes, 
formats and heights are available.



DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2011, 2016ARCHAL

BEYOND 
THE LIMITATIONS

Archal brings a new level of 
form and style innovation to the 
Lammhults seating collection. 
Using a frame of cast aluminium, 
Archal goes beyond the 
limitations of bent steel tubing, 
with the sculptural form of 
cast aluminium. Produced locally, 
the Archal frame is made from 
99,9% recycled material.
 
Archal is available with wooden 
seat shell or in different up- 
holstered verions, in three 
heights and different frames.

From now on, Archal also comes in a softer 
and slightly more padded version 

of the graphic, stylish Archal 
made from recycled aluminium. 

Same frame, same size.
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DESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2012, 2013ADDIT

FRESH THINKING 
INSPIRES CREATIVITY

With its patented, multidirectional linking 
device, Addit is a collection that inspires 

to creative and flexible solutions.
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The modules have a classic 
timeless design with clearly 
articulated features where the 
users can create their own 
unique expression with the 
help of different colours and 
choice of materials upholstery, 

frame and legs. Six modular 
units allow a variety of 
configurations for any environ-
ment. The series also include 
ottomans in two sizes.
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DESIGN ANDREAS FARKAS, 2011DEXTER

WIRE SCULPTURE 
AND SPACE

Dexter is a multifunctional set of solutions in one wire 
sculpture: seating, stacking and linking – a variety 

of applications with minimalistic simplicity
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DESIGN GUNILLA ALLARD, 1999CHICAGO TABLE

STYLE SENSE
Gunilla Allard’s Chicago trolleys work beautifully 
at home or in the workplace. A frame of 16 mm 
chromium plated or powder coated steel tubing 
is combined with shelves of compact laminate, 

frosted glass or leather, or in combination.
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DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2015, 2016PORTUS

VISUAL AND 
ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

Portus is a gracious architectural family of 
products with a clear visual identity. 
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The seating series offers many 
possibilities – a stopping point, 
a meeting point, a relaxing 
space or a sharing space – all 
created by a combination of 
three simple elements: a soft 
sculptural bench, an ergonomic 
support cushion alternatively 
decoration pillows, and a 
shapely back in two heights.
 

Portus comes in three sizes, 
and can be used in either 
free-standing or combination 
mode with back and support 
elements creating a bench, an 
easy chair, 2 or 3 seater sofa. 
Legs in steel tubing or wood.
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DESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2009, 2013AREA

CREATIVE
FLEXIBLE

SEATING
This modular seating series inspires to 
creative and flexible seating solutions. 

Use the modules separately or in groups 
to create exiting configurations.
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Two-, three- or even more seater 
sofas are easily created. The 
high back version offers a 
feeling of seclusion in open 
areas and enables building 
a soft, sophisticated room 
within the room. With its world 
patented, magnetic, linking 
device, Quicklink, Area offers 

numerous combinations. Right, 
left or center unit, with high 
or low back, all modules can 
be linked together. Endlessly. 
In addition, all Area modules 
can be linked with Area Radius 
modules.
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IDENTITY, FLEXIBILITY, 
DIVERSITY

Play with colour, shape and form. Build the 
configuration that works best for any office 
activity. Create a room within the room, a 

comfortable waiting area or a casual lounge.
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DESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2016AREA RADIUS

Surround a column. Then take 
all apart and make a new 
configuration. With its world 
patented, magnetic, linking 
device, Quicklink, Area Radius 
offers numerous combinations. 
Right, left or center, high or low 

back, closed or open curve 
– all modules can be linked 
together. Endlessly.

All Area Radius modules can be 
combined with Area modules.
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DESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2013, 2014ADD

A PLAYFUL SENSE 
OF MOTION

Add is a series of products where Anya 
Sebton plays with flexibility and mobility. 
Add stool comes in three heights, with 
or without a back, and contributes to the 
active sitting. The leaning design of the 
Add table creates a playful sense of motion 
for active environments. The Add series 
also include accessories such as a coat-
hanger, a storage/magazine rack etc.
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DESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2016ADD MOVEDESIGN ANYA SEBTON, 2016ADD WORK

ALLROUND SEATING FOR 
EVERY MEETING PLACE

Designer Anya Sebton has further developed 
her successful Add series into two versions 
of work stools/chairs for allround seating.

With or without a back, the 
Add range exhibits perfect 
balance between design and 
function, and with a natural 
angle the seat offers an ideal 

ergonomic position. Better 
circulation provides more 
oxygen to the brain, which in 
turn improves concentration.
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Spira is about comfort in a chair 
for larger installations. The value 
of Spira is in its clever comfort 
features in a volume chair and its 
various versions. The chair has a 
back with spring steel and comes 
with a seat and back of natural 
birch or oak, alt. stained. Now 
also in ash veneer for a new 
expression. Spira can also be 
upholstered. Armrests come in 
light or dark Woodfibre™.

CLEVER COMFORT

New linking device where the legs themselves constitute the linking.

DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2004, 2016SPIRA
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DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 2004, 2016QUICKLY

A FLEXIBLE, EFFICIENT 
FOLDING TABLE
The Quickly table is a model of efficiency, 
with a compact folding construction using 

a patented quick-lock mechanism for 
simplicity, safety and stability.

The Quickly series Flexible and 
Basic have both been updated 
with several new sizes and 
materials such as ash veneer.
Incl. light grey plastic edge.
 

Quickly accessories include 
linking devices, modular link-
ing tops, modesty panels and 
a trolley. Now also wheels as 
an option for further flexibility 
to environments that need to 
change quickly!
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DESIGN GUNILLA ALLARD, 2010, 2016COMET

A GENTLY SHAPED 
HARMONIOUS WHOLE

The chair series Comet has grown into a complete 
family, the chair concept allows you to customize 
your own favourite – a neater chair or exclusive 

armchair based on your own needs.
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The chair is fully upholstered, 
with stitched end seams creating 
a stylistic detail. The soft round 
shape of the chair’s shell gives 
the user a feeling of embrace. 
The integrated lower back 
cushion adds to its comfort.
Comet Sport is the lighter, 
“sportier” version whereas 
Comet XL moves Comet to 
the executive level. Comet is 
also available as a barstool 
in two heights.



AN ICON 
CELEBRATING ITS 

25TH ANNIVERSARY
The Campus chair was launched in 1992 and 
became an instant success. The design brief 

was clear: create a functional affordable 
volume chair for the international contract 

market. The response was Campus.
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DESIGN JOHANNES FOERSOM & PETER HIORT-LORENZEN, 1992, 2017CAMPUS

Having sold more than 
1,5 million units to date, 
the Campus chair, designed 
by Johannes Foersom and 
Peter Hiort-Lorenzen is 
without a doubt Lammhults 
best seller of all time.

The simple lines and clear 
design with the wave-shaped 
back allows Campus to work 

both as a solitaire and in 
several hundreds. In large 
quantities the wave-shaped 
backs form an undulating 
ensemble.

Today, Campus comes in a 
number of variants and 
materials. Now also in ash 
veneer and new colours to 
the Campus Air version.
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DESIGN GUNILLA ALLARD, 2014, 2015CAJAL

COMFORTABLY 
CONTEMPORARY

The Cajal seating collection celebrates the 
modernist clarity to structure, with the accent 

on its exposed frame, “like a stroke of 
a pen or a Cajal pencil”. 
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Available as a small or large 
sofa and an easy chair, Cajal 
emphasizes comfort, with 
added support for the lower 
back. Combining complimentary
 or contrasting upholstery and 
tubing colours, Cajal offers a 
wide range of style expressions.
 

A series of small tables in 
different heights, shapes 
and materials complement 
the Cajal seating series. The 
different heights allow you to 
setup the tables overlapping 
each other creating beautiful 
combinations.
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GRADE

CHAIRS & ARMCHAIRS

EASY CHAIRS & SOFAS

CAMPUS CAMPUS AIR COMETCINEMA SPORT

CORTINACOMET SPORT COMET X COMET XL

RIO SPIRA X75–2

ATLAS

PLANKA PENNE

ARCHALADD MOVE ADD WORK ADD

ADDIT APERI

CHICAGOCAJAL

CLUBCINEMA

SAHARA WOODSAHARAS70-4  S70-5

AREA

AREA RADIUS

A–LINE

PORTUS
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BARSTOOLS & STOOLS

TABLES & T ROLLEYS

ACCESSORIES

MODULAR SEAT ING

CAMPUS CAMPUS AIRADD DEXTERCOMET SPORT

MINI TABURETTS70-3MILLIBARGRADE

ARCHALADD

CHICAGOCARGO CINEMA DECO

MILLIBARFUNK

CAMPUS CAMPUS CAFÉCAJALATTACH

SAHARA WOODQUICKLY

ARCHAL T ARCHAL X

INFO S70-12 STAND-BYADD

A–LINE AREA AREA RADIUSADDIT

COOPER

ATTACH OUTDOOR
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